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**Resource Information**

**URL:** https://proteomecommons.org/

**Proper Citation:** Proteome Commons (RRID:SCR_006234)

**Description:** THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE, documented on July 17, 2013. A public resource for sharing general proteomics information including data (Tranche repository), tools, and news. Joining or creating a group/project provides tools and standards for collaboration, project management, data annotation, permissions, permanent storage, and publication.

**Abbreviations:** Proteome Commons

**Synonyms:** ProteomeCommons, ProteomeCommons.org

**Resource Type:** storage service resource, software resource, database, community building portal, service resource, data or information resource, data repository, portal

**Defining Citation:** PMID:20356086

**Keywords:** proteomics, protein, peptide, data sharing, data, tool, news, annotation, proteome, genome

**Funding Agency:** NCI, Clinical Proteomics Technologies for Cancer, NCRR

**Availability:** THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE

**Resource Name:** Proteome Commons

**Resource ID:** SCR_006234
Alternate IDs: nlx_151800

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Proteome Commons.

No alerts have been found for Proteome Commons.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 12 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


